
Spoken Word 

“Touchscreen” by Marshall Jones 

Introducing the new Apple iPerson 
complete with multitouch and volume control 
doesn't it feel good to touch? 
doesn't it feel good to touch? 
doesn't it feel good to touch? 
 
My world is so digital 
that I have forgotten what that feels like; 
it used to be hard to connect when friends formed 
cliques, 
but it's even more difficult to connect now that clicks 
form friends, 
But who am I to judge? 
I face Facebook 
more than books face me 
hoping to 
book face-to-faces. 
I update my status 
420 spaces 
to prove that I am still breathing; 
failure to do this daily 
means my whole web wide world will forget that I exist, 
but with 3,000 friends online- 
only five I can count in real life- 
why wouldn't I spend more time in a world where there 
are more people that 'like' me? 
Wouldn't you? 
Here, it doesn't matter 
if I'm an amateur person 
as long as I have a 'pro' file; 
my smile is 50% genuine 
and 50% genuine HD. 
You would need blu-rays to see the white on my teeth, 
but I'm not that focused: 
ten tabs open-- 
hopin' 
my problems can be resolved with a 1600 by 1700 
resolution; 
this is a problem with this evolution: 
doubled over we used to sit in tree tops 
till we swung down and stood upright, 
then someone slipped a disc; 
now we are doubled over at desktops 
from the Garden of Eden 
to the branches of Macintosh. 

Apple picking has always come at a great cost. 
iPod iMac iPhone iChat: 
I can do all of these things without making eye contact. 
We used to sprint to pick and store blackberries. 
Now we run to the Sprint Store to pick Blackberries; 
it's scary. 
I can't hear the sound of mother nature speaking over 
all this tweeting, 
and along with it is our ability to feel as it's fleeting. 
You would think these headphone jacks inject in the 
flesh 
the way we connect to disconnect 
power on, 
but we are powerless; 
they got us love drugged 
Like e-pills, 
so we E*TRADE, 
email, 
e-motion, 
like e-commerce 
because now money can buy love 
for $9.95 a month 
click 
to proceed the checkout 
click 
to x out where our hearts once where 
click. 
I've uploaded this hug; I hope she gets it. 
click 
I'm making love to my wife; I hope she's logged in. 
click 
I'm holding my daughter over a Skype conference call 
while she's crying in the crib in the next room, 
click 
so when my phone goes off in my hip iTouch and iTouch 
and iTouch 
because in a world 
where there are voices that are only read 
and laughter is never heard 
or I'm so desperate to feel 
that I hope the Technologic can reverse the universe 
so the screen can touch me back, 
and maybe it will. 
When our technology is advanced enough... 
to make us human again. 
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“Knock,Knock” by Daniel Beaty 

As a boy I shared a game with my father. 
Played it every morning 'til I was 3. 
He would knock knock on my door, 
And I'd pretend to be asleep 
'til he got right next to the bed; 
Then I would get up and jump into his arms: 
"Good morning, Papa." 
And my papa he would tell me that he loved 
me. 
We shared a game: 
Knock, Knock. 
Until that day when the knock never came. 
 
And my momma takes me on a ride past corn 
fields 
On this never ending highway 'til we reach a 
place of high, 
Rusty gates. 
A confused little boy, 
I entered the building carried in my mama's 
arms 
Knock, Knock. 
 
We reach a room of windows and brown faces. 
Behind one of the windows sits my father. 
I jump out of my mama's arms 
And run joyously towards my papa 
Only to be confronted by this window. 
I knock, knock trying to break through the glass 
Trying to get to my father. 
I knock, knock as my mama pulls me away 
Before my papa even says a word. 
 
And for years he has never said a word, 
And so twenty-five years later, I write these 
words 
For the little boy in me who still awaits his 
papa's knock: 
 
Papa, come home cause I miss you. 
I miss you waking me up in the morning and 
telling me you love me. 
Papa, come home, cause there's things I don't 
know, 
And I thought maybe you could teach me: 
How to shave; 
How to dribble a ball; 
How to talk to a lady; 
How to walk like a man. 
Papa, come home because I decided a while 
back I wanted to be just like you, 

But I'm forgetting who you are. 
 
And twenty-five years later a little boy cries, 
And so I write these words and try to heal 
And try to father myself, 
And I dream up a father who says the words my 
father did not: 
 

 
Dear Son, 
 
I'm sorry I never came home 
For every lesson I failed to teach, hear 
these words: Shave in one direction in 
strong deliberate strokes to avoid 
irritation. Dribble the page with the 
brilliance of your ballpoint pen. 
Walk like a god and your goddess will 
come to you. 

 
No longer will I be there to knock on 
your door,so you must learn to knock 
for yourself. Knock, knock down doors 
of racism and poverty that I could not. 
Knock, knock down doors of 
opportunity for the lost brilliance of 
the black men who crowd these cells. 
Knock,knock with diligence for the sake 
of your children. Knock, knock for me, 
for as long as you are free, these prison 
gates cannot contain my spirit. 

 
The best of me still lives in you. 
Knock, knock with the knowledge that 
you are my son, but you are not my 
choices. 
 

Yes, we are our fathers' sons and daughters, 
But we are not their choices. 
For despite their absences, we are still here 
Still alive, still breathing 
With the power to change this world 
One little boy and girl at a time. 
Knock knock. 
Who's there? 
We are.
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“Hir” by Alysia Harris and Aysha El Shamayleh 

Melissa sits in the back of the classroom afraid 
to speak up, 
She pulls akwardly at her extra loose khaki 
cargo pants, 
She doesn’t want the boys to notice her. 

James finds himself at the back of a classroom, 
His baseball cap casts a shadow on his pimple 
stained forehead, 
A wide shirt hangs from his broad shoulders, 
But no one ever noticed him. 

Melissa 
The teacher asks, 
And she says nothing because she is not here, 
And Melissa has never been here, 
Because Melissa is just some abstract jumble of 
syllables that doesn’t fit her position, 
She is not what she seems, 
She doesn’t want to have to explain to her 
mother for the 232nd time why she doesn’t 
want to wear a dress to prom, 
Doesn’t paint her face it’s cause her whole body 
is painted on. 

Melissa, Melissa 

James doesn’t want to have to explain where he 
came from, 
Cause with the exception of Melissa he has 
been deemed an abstract reality by everyone, 
All he wishes for is to get to wear a tuxedo to 
prom. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

And Melissa has been tucking in breasts that 
will be growing for three years now, 
Been using duct tape to press them down and 
mould them more into pecs, 
She just wishes that people would understand 
that at birth her genitals didn’t know which way 
to grow, 
Mad at God who couldnt relay a message 
directly to her hormones that they should 
produce more testosterone, 
The only person who understands her is James, 
And they have been playmates since the age of 
four, 
Around the time girls notice boys and boys 
notice girls, 
See James’ family wanted daughters instead of 
sons, 
And Melissa was always like that male beetle 
that everyone called a ladybug, 

Melissa, Melissa where is she? 
Sometimes she wishes she could rip the skin of 
her back, 
Every moment of everyday feels trapped in the 
flesh of a stranger, 
Melissa, 
As she stands to her feet wanting to say 
“I’m here, I’ve been here since I was born, so 
quit asking me if I’m a him or a her, Cause when 
you combine the two pronouns you get H.I.R, 
Hir, 
And God combined the two genders and put me 
in this body transgendered, 
I’m here so quit talking about me like I’m not 
here.” 

James falls back into Melissa’s skin, 
And the two comfort each other in a 
syncapated heartbeats, 
Waiting for the day when Melissa can finally 
scrub off this made up genetic make up, 
When the teacher asks for James and he can say 
“I’m here.” 

  



“Counting Graves” by The Steinmenauts 

10…9…8… 
7-year-old boy put 
6 feet deep in a 
5-foot coffin, wonderin’ what 
4 while 
3 grown men have to 
2 to drive by and he dodged a couple of bullets 
but 
1 
 
JÉSUS: Room as bright as a the box little brother 
sleeps in (sleeps in). Big brother, feeling like a 
magician, cut it up in the corner with mary jane 
cause like mom and little brother;he already made 
Jack Daniels disappear,and as tears trickle down 
face, veins and eyes bloodshot red, 
heart pounds like beating drums in Africa. 
Being a provider was his only mistake. 
 
BIG C: Just counting graves to go to sleep because 
counting sheep stopped working since he 
decided to not breathe. Keep telling myself it’s not 
my fault,but as my conscience decides to talk I 
really don’t know anymore.You see my pain bursts 
through my soul like an open sore, and I can’t 
escape my thoughts because there’s no more 
open doors. 
 
KEVIN: This pitch-black chamber 
as dark as a vexed soul-only vivid images pop in 
and out of existence like quantum physics. 
Big brother, where are you, I can’t see, I can’t 
(breath). I’m hot. My bed is now a five-foot box 
and I’m not comfortable in it. Mama said you 
shouldn’t leave me alone for more than five 
minutes. 
 
BIG C:But I only left you alone for about six 
minutes. Maybe if I came right back you would be 
still living.  
 
KIRA: Boy, all you had to do was look after my 
second progeny. Honestly, how hard is it to be my 
eyes for me? 
 
BIG C: Quit doubting me!It’s not my fault. 
They thought it was me. You see… 
 
KEVIN: You see that Machiavelli & Fitch you didn’t 
want me to wear? I took it, along with your 
Chicago Bulls jacket. You had it that night when 
you were selling sugar packets. 
 

JÉSUS: Hustling a sugar-like substance in the form 
of pot and rocks on a block run by three hustlers 
who didn’t like him decided that the only way to 
get their commission was to put him out of his. 
So they drove by and saw one guy sitting on the 
steps wearing big brothers’ clothes, gun out, 
pulled the trigger six times …. 
 
[Kevin: boom boom boom boom boom boom] 
 
…..and then the sound of tires turned like mama 
in her grave. 
KIRA: So you telling me in my dreams I can hardly 
conceive nightmares haunt me when I’m the 
deceased? A mother’s worst fear and you made it 
come true. I said watch out for little brother 
not be a damn fool. My baby was only in the 
second grade gunned down ‘cause you wanted to 
be a street slave. You should’ve been there to 
keep little brother safe! 
JÉSUS: Haunted by the voices of the deceased 
he can’t… 
ALL: Speak! 
KEVIN: Big brother can I wear your shirt 
I promise to take good care of it, man. 

(Big C: No…) 
KIRA: Baby I’m off to work, keep an eye on little 
brother, you understand… 

(Big C: No…) 
KEVIN: Why’d you take that shirt off for me to 
wear it, huh?  
KIRA: That should’ve been you in front of that 
gun. 
All: 10! 
JÉSUS: Picks up the gun 
All : 9! 
JÉSUS: Contemplates. 
All: 8! 
JÉSUS: The number of weeks his little brother was 
buried. After all, he was only… 
KIRA (all joining in at the numbers): 7-year-old 
boy put 6 feet deep in a 
5-foot coffin, wonderin’ what 4 while 
3 grown men have 2 drive by ,and he dodged a 
couple of bullets but… 
ALL: 1 
BIG C:I’m sick and tired of these three things 
haunting me. 
KEVIN: Mama’s voice 
KIRA:His grave 
BIG C: My gun 
ALL: Click ,click,BOOM! 

 
  



Speeches 

“Queen Elizabeth I’s Speech to the Troops at Tillbury, 1588 

My loving people, 

We have been persuaded by some that are careful of our safety, to take heed how we commit ourselves 

to armed multitudes, for fear of treachery; but I assure you I do not desire to live to distrust my faithful 

and loving people. Let tyrants fear, I have always so behaved myself that, under God, I have placed my 

chiefest strength and safeguard in the loyal hearts and good-will of my subjects; and therefore I am 

come amongst you, as you see, at this time, not for my recreation and disport, but being resolved, in the 

midst and heat of the battle, to live and die amongst you all; to lay down for my God, and for my 

kingdom, and my people, my honour and my blood, even in the dust. I know I have the body but of a 

weak and feeble woman; but I have the heart and stomach of a king, and of a king of England too, and 

think foul scorn that Parma or Spain, or any prince of Europe, should dare to invade the borders of my 

realm; to which rather than any dishonour shall grow by me, I myself will take up arms, I myself will be 

your general, judge, and rewarder of every one of your virtues in the field. I know already, for your 

forwardness you have deserved rewards and crowns; and We do assure you in the word of a prince, 

they shall be duly paid you. In the mean time, my lieutenant general shall be in my stead, than whom 

never prince commanded a more noble or worthy subject; not doubting but by your obedience to my 

general, by your concord in the camp, and your valour in the field, we shall shortly have a famous victory 

over those enemies of my God, of my kingdom, and of my people. 

  



 

 

WE SHALL OVERCOME 
Cesar Chavez 

El Malcriado. September 16 of 1965 

Cesar Chavez and 500-1000 farmworkers meet in Delano to plan the grape strike.  
 
In a 400 square mile area halfway between Selma and Weedpatch, California, a general strike of farm 
workers has been going on for six weeks. The Filipinos, under AWOC AFL-CIO began the strike for a 
$1.40 per hour guarantee and a union contract. They were joined by the independent Farm Workers 
Association which as a membership of several thousand Mexican-Americans.  
 
Filipino, Mexican-American and Puerto Rican workers have been manning picket lines daily for 41 days 
in a totally non-violent manner. Ranchers in the area, which include DiGiorgio Fruit, Schenley, and many 
independent growers, did not take the strike seriously at first. By the second or third week, however, 
they began taking another look-- and striking back. Mechanized agriculture began picketing the pickets 
-- spraying them with sulfur, running tractors by them to create dust storms, building barricades of farm 
machinery so that scabs could not see the pickets. These actions not only increased the determination 
of the strikers, but convinced some of the scabs that the ranchers were, in fact, less than human. Scabs 
quit work and the strike grew.  
 
The growers hired security guards for $43 a day. They began driving their Thunderbirds, equipped with 
policy dogs and rifles, up and down the roads. The people made more picket signs, drew in their belts, 
and kept marching.  
 
Production was down 30% and the growers began looking for more and more scabs. They went to 
Fresno and Bakersfield and Los Angeles to find them. They didn't tell the workers that they would be 
scab crews. The pickets followed them into every town and formed ad hoc strike committees to 
prevent scabbing. They succeeded in these towns. Within two weeks, only one bus, with half a dozen 
winos, escorted by a pearl gray Cadillac, drove into the strike zone. A new plan was formed. The 
ranchers would advertise in South Texas and old Mexico. They bring these workers in buses and the 
workers are held in debt to the rancher before they even arrive in town. We have a new and more 
difficult task ahead of us with these scabs.  
 
As our strike has grown, workers have matured and now know why and how to fight for their rights. As 
the strike has grown into a movement for justice by the lowest paid workers in America, friends of farm 
workers have begun to rally in support of LA CAUSA. Civil rights, church, student and union groups help 
with food and money.  
 
We believe that this is the beginning of a significant drive to achieve equal rights for agricultural 
workers. In order to enlist your full support and to explain our work to you, I would like to bring some 
of our pickets and meet with you.  
 
VIVA LA CAUSA Y 
VIVA LA HUELGA  
 
Cesar Estrada Chavez 
General Director, 
National Farm Workers Association 
 
  

 



Benazir Bhutto Speech - Male Domination Of Women 
Benazir Bhutto, Prime Minister of Pakistan 

Beijing, 4 September 1995 

As the first woman ever elected to head an Islamic nation, I feel a special responsibility about 
issues that relate to women. In addressing the new exigencies of the new century, we 
must translate dynamic religion into a living reality. We must live by the true spirit of Islam, 
not only by its rituals. And for those of you who may be ignorant of Islam, cast aside your 
preconceptions about the role of women in our religion. 
 
Contrary to what many of you may have come to believe, Islam embraces a rich variety of 
political, social and cultural traditions. The fundamental ethos of Islam is tolerance, dialogue, 
and democracy. 

 

Just as in Christianity and Judaism, we must always be on guard for those who will exploit and 
manipulate the Holy Book for their own narrow political ends, who will distort the essence of 
pluralism and tolerance for their own extremist agendas. 
 
To those who claim to speak for Islam but who would deny to women our place in society, I 
say:   The ethos of Islam is equality, equality between the sexes. There is no religion on earth 
that, in its writing and teachings, is more respectful of the role of women in society than 
Islam. 
 
My presence here, as the elected woman prime minister of a great Muslim country, is 
testament to the commitment of Islam to the role of women in society. It is this tradition of 
Islam that has empowered me, has strengthened me, has emboldened me. It was this 
heritage that sustained me during the most difficult points in my life, for Islam forbids 
injustice; injustice against people, against nations, against women. 
 
It denounces inequality as the gravest form of injustice.  It enjoins its followers to combat 
oppression and tyranny. It enshrines piety as the sole criteria for judging humankind. 
It shuns race, colour, and gender as a basis of distinction amongst fellowmen. 
 
When the human spirit was immersed in the darkness of the Middle Ages, Islam proclaimed 
equality between men and women. When women were viewed as inferior members of the 
human family, Islam gave them respect and dignity.  When women were treated as chattels, 
the Prophet of Islam (Peace Be Upon Him) accepted them as equal partners. Islam codified 
the rights of women. The Koran elected their status to that of men. It guaranteed their civic, 
economic, and political rights. It recognised their participative role in nation building. 
 
Sadly, the Islamic tenets regarding women were soon discarded. In Islamic society, as in other 
parts of the world, their rights were denied. Women were maltreated, discriminated against, 
and subjected to violence and oppression, their dignity injured and their role denied. 
 
Women became the victims of a culture of exclusion and male dominance. Today more 
women than men suffer from poverty, deprivation, and discrimination. Half a billion women 
are illiterate. Seventy percent of the children who are denied elementary education are girls. 
 
The plight of women in the developing countries is unspeakable. Hunger, disease, and 



unremitting toil is their fate. Weak economic growth and inadequate social support systems 
affect them most seriously and directly.  They are the primary victims of structural 
adjustment processes which necessitate reduced state funding for health, education, medical 
care, and nutrition. Curtailed resource flows to these vital areas impact most severely on the 
vulnerable groups, particularly women and children. 
 
This, Madam Chairperson, is not acceptable. It offends my religion. It offends my sense of 
justice and equity. Above all, it offends common sense. 
 
That is why Pakistan, the women of Pakistan, and I personally have been fully engaged in 
recent international efforts to uphold women’s rights. The Universal Declaration of Human 
Rights enjoins the elimination of discrimination against women. 
 
The Nairobi Forward Looking Strategies provide a solid framework for advancing women’s 
rights around the world. But the goal of equality, development, and peace still eludes us. 
 
Sporadic efforts in this direction have failed. We are satisfied that the Beijing Platform of 
Action encompasses a comprehensive approach toward the empowerment of women. This is 
the right approach and should be fully supported. 
 
Women cannot be expected to struggle alone against the forces of discrimination and 
exploitation. I recall the words of Dante, who reminded us that "The hottest place in Hell is 
reserved for those who remain neutral in times of moral crisis." 
 
Today in this world, in the fight for the liberation of women, there can be no neutrality.  My 
spirit carries many a scar of a long and lonely battle against dictatorship and tyranny. I 
witnessed, at a young age, the overthrow of democracy, the assassination of an elected prime 
minister, and a systematic assault against the very foundations of a free society. 
 
But our faith in democracy was not broken. The great Pakistani poet and philosopher Dr. 
Allama Iqbal says, "Tyranny cannot endure forever." It did not. The will of our people 
prevailed against the forces of dictatorship 
 
But, my dear sisters, we have learned that democracy alone is not enough.  Freedom of 
choice alone does not guarantee justice.  Equal rights are not defined only by political values.  
Social justice is a triad of freedom, an equation of liberty: Justice is political liberty. Justice is 
economic independence.  Justice is social equality.  Delegated, sisters, the child who is 
starving has no human rights. 
 
The girl who is illiterate has no future.  The woman who cannot plan her life, plan her family, 
plan a career, is fundamentally not free…. 
 
I am determined to change the plight of women in my country. More than sixty million of our 
women are largely sidelined.  It is a personal tragedy for them. It is a national catastrophe for 
my nation. I am determined to harness their potential to the gigantic task of nation building…. 
 
I dream of a Pakistan in which women contribute to their full potential. I am conscious of the 
struggle that lies ahead. But, with your help, we shall persevere. Allah willing, we shall 
succeed. 



Mary Fisher “1992 Republican National Convention Address” 

Less than three months ago at platform hearings in Salt Lake City, I asked the Republican Party to lift the shroud of 
silence which has been draped over the issue of HIV and AIDS. I have come tonight to bring our silence to an end. I 
bear a message of challenge, not self-congratulation. I want your attention, not your applause. 

I would never have asked to be HIV positive, but I believe that in all things there is a purpose; and I stand before 
you and before the nation gladly. The reality of AIDS is brutally clear. Two hundred thousand Americans are dead 
or dying. A million more are infected. Worldwide, forty million, sixty million, or a hundred million infections will be 
counted in the coming few years. But despite science and research, White House meetings, and congressional 
hearings, despite good intentions and bold initiatives, campaign slogans, and hopeful promises, it is -- despite it all 
-- the epidemic which is winning tonight. 

In the context of an election year, I ask you, here in this great hall, or listening in the quiet of your home, to 
recognize that AIDS virus is not a political creature. It does not care whether you are Democrat or Republican; it 
does not ask whether you are black or white, male or female, gay or straight, young or old. 

Tonight, I represent an AIDS community whose members have been reluctantly drafted from every segment of 
American society. Though I am white and a mother, I am one with a black infant struggling with tubes in a 
Philadelphia hospital. Though I am female and contracted this disease in marriage and enjoy the warm support of 
my family, I am one with the lonely gay man sheltering a flickering candle from the cold wind of his family’s 
rejection. 

This is not a distant threat. It is a present danger. The rate of infection is increasing fastest among women and 
children. Largely unknown a decade ago, AIDS is the third leading killer of young adult Americans today. But it 
won’t be third for long, because unlike other diseases, this one travels. Adolescents don’t give each other cancer or 
heart disease because they believe they are in love, but HIV is different; and we have helped it along. We have 
killed each other with our ignorance, our prejudice, and our silence. 

We may take refuge in our stereotypes, but we cannot hide there long, because HIV asks only one thing of those it 
attacks. Are you human? And this is the right question. Are you human? Because people with HIV have not entered 
some alien state of being. They are human. They have not earned cruelty, and they do not deserve meanness. They 
don’t benefit from being isolated or treated as outcasts. Each of them is exactly what God made: a person; not evil, 
deserving of our judgment; not victims, longing for our pity -- people, ready for support and worthy of compassion. 

My call to you, my Party, is to take a public stand, no less compassionate than that of the President and Mrs. Bush. 
They have embraced me and my family in memorable ways. In the place of judgment, they have shown affection. 
In difficult moments, they have raised our spirits. In the darkest hours, I have seen them reaching not only to me, 
but also to my parents, armed with that stunning grief and special grace that comes only to parents who have 
themselves leaned too long over the bedside of a dying child. 

With the President’s leadership, much good has been done. Much of the good has gone unheralded, and as the 
President has insisted, much remains to be done. But we do the President’s cause no good if we praise the 
American family but ignore a virus that destroys it. 

We must be consistent if we are to be believed. We cannot love justice and ignore prejudice, love our children and 
fear to teach them. Whatever our role as parent or policymaker, we must act as eloquently as we speak -- else we 
have no integrity. My call to the nation is a plea for awareness. If you believe you are safe, you are in danger. 
Because I was not hemophiliac, I was not at risk. Because I was not gay, I was not at risk. Because I did not inject 
drugs, I was not at risk. 

My father has devoted much of his lifetime guarding against another holocaust. He is part of the generation who 
heard Pastor Nemoellor come out of the Nazi death camps to say, 

“They came after the Jews, and I was not a Jew, so, I did not protest. They came after the trade unionists, and I was 
not a trade unionist, so, I did not protest. Then they came after the Roman Catholics, and I was not a Roman 
Catholic, so, I did not protest. Then they came after me, and there was no one left to protest.” 



The -- The lesson history teaches is this: If you believe you are safe, you are at risk. If you do not see this killer 
stalking your children, look again. There is no family or community, no race or religion, no place left in America 
that is safe. Until we genuinely embrace this message, we are a nation at risk. 

Tonight, HIV marches resolutely toward AIDS in more than a million American homes, littering its pathway with the 
bodies of the young -- young men, young women, young parents, and young children. One of the families is mine. 
If it is true that HIV inevitably turns to AIDS, then my children will inevitably turn to orphans. My family has been a 
rock of support. 

My 84-year-old father, who has pursued the healing of the nations, will not accept the premise that he cannot heal 
his daughter. My mother refuses to be broken. She still calls at midnight to tell wonderful jokes that make me 
laugh. Sisters and friends, and my brother Phillip, whose birthday is today, all have helped carry me over the 
hardest places. I am blessed, richly and deeply blessed, to have such a family. 

But not all of you -- But not all of you have been so blessed. You are HIV positive, but dare not say it. You have lost 
loved ones, but you dare not whisper the word AIDS. You weep silently. You grieve alone. I have a message for you. 
It is not you who should feel shame. It is we -- we who tolerate ignorance and practice prejudice, we who have 
taught you to fear. We must lift our shroud of silence, making it safe for you to reach out for compassion. It is our 
task to seek safety for our children, not in quiet denial, but in effective action. 

Someday our children will be grown. My son Max, now four, will take the measure of his mother. My son Zachary, 
now two, will sort through his memories. I may not be here to hear their judgments, but I know already what I 
hope they are. I want my children to know that their mother was not a victim. She was a messenger. I do not want 
them to think, as I once did, that courage is the absence of fear. I want them to know that courage is the strength 
to act wisely when most we are afraid. I want them to have the courage to step forward when called by their 
nation or their Party and give leadership, no matter what the personal cost. 

I ask no more of you than I ask of myself or of my children. To the millions of you who are grieving, who are 
frightened, who have suffered the ravages of AIDS firsthand: Have courage, and you will find support. To the 
millions who are strong, I issue the plea: Set aside prejudice and politics to make room for compassion and sound 
policy. 

To my children, I make this pledge: I will not give in, Zachary, because I draw my courage from you. Your silly giggle 
gives me hope; your gentle prayers give me strength; and you, my child, give me the reason to say to America, 
"You are at risk." And I will not rest, Max, until I have done all I can to make your world safe. I will seek a place 
where intimacy is not the prelude to suffering. I will not hurry to leave you, my children, but when I go, I pray that 
you will not suffer shame on my account. 

To all within the sound of my voice, I appeal: Learn with me the lessons of history and of grace, so my children will 
not be afraid to say the word "AIDS" when I am gone. Then, their children and yours may not need to whisper it at 
all. 

God bless the children, and God bless us all. 

Good night. 

  



John F. Kennedy, “We Chose to Go to the Moon” 

President Pitzer, Mr. Vice President, Governor, Congressman Thomas, Senator Wiley, and Congressman 
Miller, Mr. Webb, Mr. Bell, scientists, distinguished guests, and ladies and gentlemen: 

I appreciate your president having made me an honorary visiting professor, and I will assure you that my 
first lecture will be very brief. 

I am delighted to be here, and I'm particularly delighted to be here on this occasion. 

We meet at a college noted for knowledge, in a city noted for progress, in a State noted for strength, 
and we stand in need of all three, for we meet in an hour of change and challenge, in a decade of hope 
and fear, in an age of both knowledge and ignorance. The greater our knowledge increases, the greater 
our ignorance unfolds. 

Despite the striking fact that most of the scientists that the world has ever known are alive and working 
today, despite the fact that this Nation¹s own scientific manpower is doubling every 12 years in a rate of 
growth more than three times that of our population as a whole, despite that, the vast stretches of the 
unknown and the unanswered and the unfinished still far outstrip our collective comprehension. 

No man can fully grasp how far and how fast we have come, but condense, if you will, the 50,000 years 
of man¹s recorded history in a time span of but a half-century. Stated in these terms, we know very little 
about the first 40 years, except at the end of them advanced man had learned to use the skins of 
animals to cover them. Then about 10 years ago, under this standard, man emerged from his caves to 
construct other kinds of shelter. Only five years ago man learned to write and use a cart with wheels. 
Christianity began less than two years ago. The printing press came this year, and then less than two 
months ago, during this whole 50-year span of human history, the steam engine provided a new source 
of power. 

Newton explored the meaning of gravity. Last month electric lights and telephones and automobiles and 
airplanes became available. Only last week did we develop penicillin and television and nuclear power, 
and now if America's new spacecraft succeeds in reaching Venus, we will have literally reached the stars 
before midnight tonight. 

This is a breathtaking pace, and such a pace cannot help but create new ills as it dispels old, new 
ignorance, new problems, new dangers. Surely the opening vistas of space promise high costs and 
hardships, as well as high reward. 

So it is not surprising that some would have us stay where we are a little longer to rest, to wait. But this 
city of Houston, this State of Texas, this country of the United States was not built by those who waited 
and rested and wished to look behind them. This country was conquered by those who moved forward--
and so will space. 

William Bradford, speaking in 1630 of the founding of the Plymouth Bay Colony, said that all great and 
honorable actions are accompanied with great difficulties, and both must be enterprised and overcome 
with answerable courage. 

If this capsule history of our progress teaches us anything, it is that man, in his quest for knowledge and 
progress, is determined and cannot be deterred. The exploration of space will go ahead, whether we 
join in it or not, and it is one of the great adventures of all time, and no nation which expects to be the 
leader of other nations can expect to stay behind in the race for space. 



Those who came before us made certain that this country rode the first waves of the industrial 
revolutions, the first waves of modern invention, and the first wave of nuclear power, and this 
generation does not intend to founder in the backwash of the coming age of space. We mean to be a 
part of it--we mean to lead it. For the eyes of the world now look into space, to the moon and to the 
planets beyond, and we have vowed that we shall not see it governed by a hostile flag of conquest, but 
by a banner of freedom and peace. We have vowed that we shall not see space filled with weapons of 
mass destruction, but with instruments of knowledge and understanding. 

Yet the vows of this Nation can only be fulfilled if we in this Nation are first, and, therefore, we intend to 
be first. In short, our leadership in science and in industry, our hopes for peace and security, our 
obligations to ourselves as well as others, all require us to make this effort, to solve these mysteries, to 
solve them for the good of all men, and to become the world's leading space-faring nation. 

We set sail on this new sea because there is new knowledge to be gained, and new rights to be won, and 
they must be won and used for the progress of all people. For space science, like nuclear science and all 
technology, has no conscience of its own. Whether it will become a force for good or ill depends on 
man, and only if the United States occupies a position of pre-eminence can we help decide whether this 
new ocean will be a sea of peace or a new terrifying theater of war. I do not say the we should or will go 
unprotected against the hostile misuse of space any more than we go unprotected against the hostile 
use of land or sea, but I do say that space can be explored and mastered without feeding the fires of 
war, without repeating the mistakes that man has made in extending his writ around this globe of ours. 

There is no strife, no prejudice, no national conflict in outer space as yet. Its hazards are hostile to us all. 
Its conquest deserves the best of all mankind, and its opportunity for peaceful cooperation many never 
come again. But why, some say, the moon? Why choose this as our goal? And they may well ask why 
climb the highest mountain? Why, 35 years ago, fly the Atlantic? Why does Rice play Texas? 

We choose to go to the moon. We choose to go to the moon in this decade and do the other things, not 
because they are easy, but because they are hard, because that goal will serve to organize and measure 
the best of our energies and skills, because that challenge is one that we are willing to accept, one we 
are unwilling to postpone, and one which we intend to win, and the others, too. 

It is for these reasons that I regard the decision last year to shift our efforts in space from low to high 
gear as among the most important decisions that will be made during my incumbency in the office of 
the Presidency. 

In the last 24 hours we have seen facilities now being created for the greatest and most complex 
exploration in man's history. We have felt the ground shake and the air shattered by the testing of a 
Saturn C-1 booster rocket, many times as powerful as the Atlas which launched John Glenn, generating 
power equivalent to 10,000 automobiles with their accelerators on the floor. We have seen the site 
where the F-1 rocket engines, each one as powerful as all eight engines of the Saturn combined, will be 
clustered together to make the advanced Saturn missile, assembled in a new building to be built at Cape 
Canaveral as tall as a 48 story structure, as wide as a city block, and as long as two lengths of this field. 

Within these last 19 months at least 45 satellites have circled the earth. Some 40 of them were "made in 
the United States of America" and they were far more sophisticated and supplied far more knowledge to 
the people of the world than those of the Soviet Union. 

The Mariner spacecraft now on its way to Venus is the most intricate instrument in the history of space 
science. The accuracy of that shot is comparable to firing a missile from Cape Canaveral and dropping it 
in this stadium between the the 40-yard lines. 



Transit satellites are helping our ships at sea to steer a safer course. Tiros satellites have given us 
unprecedented warnings of hurricanes and storms, and will do the same for forest fires and icebergs. 

We have had our failures, but so have others, even if they do not admit them. And they may be less 
public. 

To be sure, we are behind, and will be behind for some time in manned flight. But we do not intend to 
stay behind, and in this decade, we shall make up and move ahead. 

The growth of our science and education will be enriched by new knowledge of our universe and 
environment, by new techniques of learning and mapping and observation, by new tools and computers 
for industry, medicine, the home as well as the school. Technical institutions, such as Rice, will reap the 
harvest of these gains. 

And finally, the space effort itself, while still in its infancy, has already created a great number of new 
companies, and tens of thousands of new jobs. Space and related industries are generating new 
demands in investment and skilled personnel, and this city and this State, and this region, will share 
greatly in this growth. What was once the furthest outpost on the old frontier of the West will be the 
furthest outpost on the new frontier of science and space. Houston, your City of Houston, with its 
Manned Spacecraft Center, will become the heart of a large scientific and engineering community. 
During the next 5 years the National Aeronautics and Space Administration expects to double the 
number of scientists and engineers in this area, to increase its outlays for salaries and expenses to $60 
million a year; to invest some $200 million in plant and laboratory facilities; and to direct or contract for 
new space efforts over $1 billion from this Center in this City. 

To be sure, all this costs us all a good deal of money. This year¹s space budget is three times what it was 
in January 1961, and it is greater than the space budget of the previous eight years combined. That 
budget now stands at $5,400 million a year--a staggering sum, though somewhat less than we pay for 
cigarettes and cigars every year. Space expenditures will soon rise some more, from 40 cents per person 
per week to more than 50 cents a week for every man, woman and child in the United Stated, for we 
have given this program a high national priority--even though I realize that this is in some measure an 
act of faith and vision, for we do not now know what benefits await us. 

But if I were to say, my fellow citizens, that we shall send to the moon, 240,000 miles away from the 
control station in Houston, a giant rocket more than 300 feet tall, the length of this football field, made 
of new metal alloys, some of which have not yet been invented, capable of standing heat and stresses 
several times more than have ever been experienced, fitted together with a precision better than the 
finest watch, carrying all the equipment needed for propulsion, guidance, control, communications, 
food and survival, on an untried mission, to an unknown celestial body, and then return it safely to 
earth, re-entering the atmosphere at speeds of over 25,000 miles per hour, causing heat about half that 
of the temperature of the sun--almost as hot as it is here today--and do all this, and do it right, and do it 
first before this decade is out--then we must be bold. 

I'm the one who is doing all the work, so we just want you to stay cool for a minute. [laughter] 

However, I think we're going to do it, and I think that we must pay what needs to be paid. I don't think 
we ought to waste any money, but I think we ought to do the job. And this will be done in the decade of 
the sixties. It may be done while some of you are still here at school at this college and university. It will 
be done during the term of office of some of the people who sit here on this platform. But it will be 
done. And it will be done before the end of this decade. 

I am delighted that this university is playing a part in putting a man on the moon as part of a great 
national effort of the United States of America. 



Many years ago the great British explorer George Mallory, who was to die on Mount Everest, was asked 
why did he want to climb it. He said, "Because it is there." 

Well, space is there, and we're going to climb it, and the moon and the planets are there, and new 
hopes for knowledge and peace are there. And, therefore, as we set sail we ask God's blessing on the 
most hazardous and dangerous and greatest adventure on which man has ever embarked. 

Thank you. 

  



Harold Ickes, “What is an American?” May 1941 

I want to ask a few simple questions. And then I shall answer them. 

What has happened to our vaunted idealism? Why have some of us been behaving like scared chickens? 
Where is the million-throated, democratic voice of America? 

For years it has been dinned into us that we are a weak nation; that we are an inefficient people; that 
we are simple-minded. For years we have been told that we are beaten, decayed, and that no part of 
the world belongs to us any longer. 

Some amongst us have fallen for this carefully pickled tripe. Some amongst us have fallen for this 
calculated poison. Some amongst us have begun to preach that the "wave of the future" has passed 
over us and left us a wet, dead fish. 

They shout--from public platforms in printed pages, through the microphones--that it is futile to oppose 
the "wave of the future." They cry that we Americans, we free Americans nourished on Magna Carta and 
the Declaration of Independence, hold moth-eaten ideas. They exclaim that there is no room for free 
men in the world any more and that only the slaves will inherit the earth. America--the America of 
Washington and Jefferson and Lincoln and Walt Whitman--they say, is waiting for the undertaker and all 
the hopes and aspirations that have gone into the making of America are dead too. 

However, my fellow citizens, this is not the real point of the story. The real point--the shameful point--is 
that many of us are listening to them and some of us almost believe them. 

I say that it is time for the great American people to raise its voice and cry out in mighty triumph what it 
is to be an American. And why it is that only Americans, with the aid of our brave allies--yes, let's call 
them "allies"--the British, can and will build the only future worth having. I mean a future, not of 
concentration camps, not of physical torture and mental straitjackets, not of sawdust bread or of 
sawdust Caesars--I mean a future when free men will live free lives in dignity and in security. 

This tide of the future, the democratic future, is ours. It is ours if we show ourselves worthy of our 
culture and of our heritage. 

But make no mistake about it; the tide of the democratic future is not like the ocean tide--regular, 
relentless, and inevitable. Nothing in human affairs is mechanical or inevitable. Nor are Americans 
mechanical. They are very human indeed. 

What constitutes an American? Not color nor race nor religion. Not the pedigree of his family nor the 
place of his birth. Not the coincidence of his citizenship. Not his social status nor his bank account. Not 
his trade nor his profession. An American is one who loves justice and believes in the dignity of man. An 
American is one who will fight for his freedom and that of his neighbor. An American is one who will 
sacrifice property, ease and security in order that he and his children may retain the rights of free men. 
An American is one in whose heart is engraved the immortal second sentence of the Declaration of 
Independence. 

Americans have always known how to fight for their rights and their way of life. Americans are not afraid 
to fight. They fight joyously in a just cause. 

We Americans know that freedom, like peace, is indivisible. We cannot retain our liberty if three-fourths 
of the world is enslaved. Brutality, injustice and slavery, if practiced as dictators would have them, 



universally and systematically, in the long run would destroy us as surely as a fire raging in our nearby 
neighbor's house would burn ours if we didn't help to put out his. 

If we are to retain our own freedom, we must do everything within our power to aid Britain. We must 
also do everything to restore to the conquered peoples their freedom. This means the Germans too. 

Such a program, if you stop to think, is selfishness on our part. It is the sort of enlightened selfishness 
that makes the wheels of history go around. It is the sort of enlightened selfishness that wins victories. 

Do you know why? Because we cannot live in the world alone, without friends and without allies. If 
Britain should be defeated, then the totalitarian undertaker will prepare to hang crepe on the door of 
our own independence. 

Perhaps you wonder how this could come about? Perhaps you have heard "them"--the wavers of the 
future--cry, with calculated malice, that even if Britain were defeated we could live alone and defend 
ourselves single handed, even against the whole world. 

I tell you that this is a cold blooded lie. 

We would be alone in the world, facing an unscrupulous military-economic bloc that would dominate all 
of Europe, all of Africa, most of Asia, and perhaps even Russia and South America. Even to do that, we 
would have to spend most of our national income on tanks and guns and planes and ships. Nor would 
this be all. We would have to live perpetually as an armed camp, maintaining a huge standing army, a 
gigantic air force, two vast navies. And we could not do this without endangering our freedom, our 
democracy, our way of life. 

Perhaps such is the America "they"--the wavers of the future--foresee. Perhaps such is the America that 
a certain aviator, with his contempt for democracy, would prefer. Perhaps such is the America that a 
certain Senator desires. Perhaps such is the America that a certain mail order executive longs for. 

But a perpetually militarized, isolated and impoverished America is not the America that our fathers 
came here to build. 

It is not the America that has been the dream and the hope of countless generations in all parts of the 
world. 

It is not the America that one hundred and thirty million of us would care to live in. 

The continued security of our country demands that we aid the enslaved millions of Europe--yes, even 
of Germany--to win back their liberty and independence. I am convinced that if we do not embark upon 
such a program we will lose our own freedom. 

We should be clear on this point. What is convulsing the world today is not merely another old-
fashioned war. It is a counter revolution against our ideas and ideals, against our sense of justice and our 
human values. 

Three systems today compete for world domination. Communism, fascism, and democracy are 
struggling for social-economic-political world control. As the conflict sharpens, it becomes clear that the 
other two, fascism and communism, are merging into one. They have one common enemy, democracy. 
They have one common goal, the destruction of democracy. 

This is why this war is not an ordinary war. It is not a conflict for markets or territories. It is a desperate 
struggle for the possession of the souls of men. 



This is why the British are not fighting for themselves alone. They are fighting to preserve freedom for 
mankind. For the moment, the battleground is the British Isles. But they are fighting our war; they are 
the first soldiers in trenches that are also our front-line trenches. 

In this world war of ideas and of loyalties we believers in democracy must do two things. We must unite 
our forces to form one great democratic international. We must offer a clear program to freedom-loving 
peoples throughout the world. 

Freedom-loving men and women in every land must organize and tighten their ranks. The masses 
everywhere must be helped to fight their oppressors and conquerors. 

We, free, democratic Americans are in a position to help. We know that the spirit of freedom never dies. 
We know that men have fought and bled for freedom since time immemorial. We realize that the 
liberty-loving German people are only temporarily enslaved. We do not doubt that the Italian people are 
looking forward to the appearance of another Garibaldi. We know how the Poles have for centuries 
maintained a heroic resistance against tyranny. We remember the brave struggle of the Hungarians 
under Kossuth and other leaders. We recall the heroic figure of Masaryk and the gallant fight for 
freedom of the Czech people. The story of the Yugoslavs', especially the Serbs' blows for liberty and 
independence is a saga of extraordinary heroism. The Greeks will stand again at Thermopylae, as they 
have in the past. The annals of our American sister-republics, too, are glorious with freedom-inspiring 
exploits. The noble figure of Simon Bolivar, the great South American liberator, has naturally been 
compared with that of George Washington. 

No, liberty never dies. The Genghis Khans come and go. The Attilas come and go. The Hitlers flash and 
sputter out. But freedom endures. 

Destroy a whole generation of those who have known how to walk with heads erect in God's free air, 
and the next generation will rise against the oppressors and restore freedom. Today in Europe, the Nazi 
Attila may gloat that he has destroyed democracy. He is wrong. In small farmhouses all over Central 
Europe, in the shops of Germany and Italy, on the docks of Holland and Belgium, freedom still lives in 
the hearts of men. It will endure like a hardy tree gone into the wintertime, awaiting the spring. 

And, like spring, spreading from the South into Scandinavia, the democratic revolution will come. And 
men with democratic hearts will experience comradeship across artificial boundaries. 

These men and women, hundreds of millions of them, now in bondage or threatened with slavery, are 
our comrades and our allies. They are only waiting for our leadership and our encouragement, for the 
spark that we can supply. 

These hundreds of millions, of liberty-loving people, now oppressed, constitute the greatest sixth 
column in history. They have the will to destroy the Nazi gangsters. 

We have always helped in struggles for human freedom. And we will help again. But our hundreds of 
millions of liberty-loving allies would despair if we did not provide aid and encouragement. The quicker 
we help them the sooner this dreadful revolution will be over. We cannot, we must not, we dare not 
delay much longer. 

The fight for Britain is in its crucial stages. We must give the British everything we have. And by 
everything, I mean everything needed to beat the life out of our common enemy. 

The second step must be to aid and encourage our friends and allies everywhere. And by everywhere I 
mean Europe and Asia and Africa and America. 



And finally, the most important of all, we Americans must gird spiritually for the battle. We must dispel 
the fog of uncertainty and vacillation. We must greet with raucous laughter the corroding arguments of 
our appeasers and fascists. They doubt democracy. We affirm it triumphantly so that all the world may 
hear: 

Here in America we have something so worth living for that it is worth dying for! The so-called "wave of 
the future" is but the slimy backwash of the past. We have not heaved from our necks the tyrant's 
crushing heel, only to stretch our necks out again for its weight. Not only will we fight for democracy, we 
will make it more worth fighting for. Under our free institutions, we will work for the good of mankind, 
including Hitler's victims in Germany, so that all may have plenty and security. 

We American democrats know that when good will prevails among men there will be a world of plenty 
and a world of security. 

In the words of Winston Churchill, "Are we downhearted," No, we arc not! But someone is 
downhearted! Witness the terrified flight of Hess, Hitler's Number Three Man. And listen to this--listen 
carefully: 

"The British nation can be counted upon to carry through to victory any struggle that it once enters 
upon no matter how long such a struggle may last or however great the sacrifices that may be necessary 
or whatever the means that have to be employed; and all this even though the actual military 
equipment at hand may be utterly inadequate when compared with that of other nations." 

Do you know who wrote that? Adolf Hitler in Mein Kampf. And do you know who took down that 
dictation? Rudolf Hess. 

We will help to make Hitler's prophecy come true. We will help brave England drive back the hordes 
from Hell who besiege her and then we will join for the destruction of savage and blood-thirsty dictators 
everywhere. But we must be firm and decisive. We must know our will and make it felt. And we must 
hurry. 

Harold Ickes - May 18, 1941 

  



Gerhard Schroder, “I Express My Shame” January 25, 2005,Survivors of Auschwitz-Birkenau, 

Ladies and gentlemen, 

I would like to thank the International Auschwitz Committee for the invitation to speak to you here today. 

In my estimation an invitation of this kind is still not something that can be taken for granted. It would be fitting for 
us Germans to remain silent in the face of what was the greatest crime in the history of mankind. Words by 
government leaders are inadequate when confronted with the absolute immorality and senselessness of the 
murder of millions. 

We look for rational understanding of something that is beyond human comprehension. We seek definitive 
answers, but in vain. 

What is left is the testimony of those few who survived and their descendants. What is left are the remains of the 
sites of these murders and the historical record. What is left also is the certainty that these extermination camps 
were a manifestation of absolute evil. 

Evil is not a political or scientific category. But, after Auschwitz, who could doubt that it exists, and that it 
manifested itself in the hate-driven genocide carried out by the Nazi regime? However, noting this fact does not 
permit us to circumvent our responsibility by blaming everything on a demonic Hitler. The evil manifested in the 
Nazi ideology was not without its precursors. There was a tradition behind the rise of this brutal ideology and the 
accompanying loss of moral inhibition. Above all, it needs to be said that the Nazi ideology was something that 
people supported at the time and that they took part in putting into effect. 

Now, sixty years after the liberation of Auschwitz by the Red Army, I stand before you as the representative of a 
democratic Germany. I express my shame for the deaths of those who were murdered and for the fact that you, 
the survivors, were forced to go through the hell of a concentration camp. 

Chelmno, Belzec, Sobibor, Treblinka, Maidanek, and Auschwitz-Birkenau are names that will forever be associated 
with the history of the victims as well as with German and European history. We know that. 

We bear this burden with sadness, but also with a serious sense of responsibility. Millions of men, women, and 
children were gassed, starved, or shot by German SS troops and their helpers. Jews, gypsies, homosexuals, political 
prisoners, POWs, and resistance fighters from across Europe were exterminated with cold industrial perfection or 
were enslaved and worked to death. 

Never before had there been a worse breakdown of thousands of years of European culture and civilization. After 
the war it took some time before the full extent of this breakdown was realized. We are aware of it, but I doubt 
that we will ever be able to understand it. The past cannot be "overcome." It is the past. But its traces and, above 
all, the lessons to be learned from it extend to the present. 

There will never be anything that can make up for the horror, the torment, and the agony that took place in the 
concentration camps. It is only possible to provide the families of those who died and the survivors a certain 
amount of compensation. 

Germany has faced this responsibility for a long period of time now with its government policies and court 
decisions, supported by a sense of justice on the part of the people. 

The young men and women in the photo we see here were freed in the summer of 1945. Most survivors went in 
different directions after their liberation: to Israel, to North and South America, to neighboring European 
countries, or back to their countries of origin. 

However, some of them stayed in or returned to Germany, the country where the so-called 'Final Solution' 
originated. 

It was an extraordinarily difficult decision for them, and often enough it was not a voluntary decision, but rather 
the result of total desperation. However, hope did return to their disrupted lives, and many did remain in 
Germany, and we are grateful for that. 



Today the Jewish community in Germany is the third-largest in Europe. It is full of vitality and growing rapidly. New 
synagogues are being built. The Jewish community is and will remain an irreplaceable part of our society and 
culture. Its brilliant as well as painful history will continue to be both an obligation and a promise for the future. 

We will use the powers of government to protect it against the anti-Semitism of those who refuse to learn the 
lessons of the past. There is no denying that anti-Semitism continues to exist. It is the task of society as a whole to 
fight it. It must never again become possible for anti-Semites to attack and cause injury to Jewish citizens in our 
country or any other country and in doing so bring disgrace upon our nation. 

Right-wing extremists, with their spray-painted slogans, have the special attention of our law enforcement and 
justice authorities. But the process of dealing politically with neo-Nazis and former Nazis is something we all need 
to do together. 

It is the duty of all democrats to provide a strong response to neo-Nazi incitement and recurrent attempts on their 
part to play down the importance of the crimes perpetrated by the Nazi regime. For the enemies of democracy 
and tolerance there can be no tolerance. 

The survivors of Auschwitz have called upon us to be vigilant, not to look away, and not to pretend we don't hear 
things. They have called upon us to acknowledge human rights violations and to do something about them. They 
are being heard, particularly by young people, for instance by those who are looking at the Auschwitz memorial 
today with their own eyes. They are speaking with former prisoners. They are helping to maintain and preserve the 
memorial. They will also help to inform future generations of the crimes committed by the Nazi regime. 

The vast majority of the Germans living today bear no guilt for the Holocaust. But they do bear a special 
responsibility. Remembrance of the war and the genocide perpetrated by the Nazi regime has become part of our 
living constitution. For some this is a difficult burden to bear. 

Nonetheless this remembrance is part of our national identity. Remembrance of the Nazi era and its crimes is a 
moral obligation. We owe it to the victims, we owe it to the survivors and their families, and we owe it to 
ourselves. 

It is true, the temptation to forget is very great. But we will not succumb to this temptation. 

The Holocaust memorial in the center of Berlin cannot restore the lives or the dignity of the victims. It can perhaps 
serve survivors and their descendants as a symbol of their suffering. It serves us all as a reminder of the past. 

We know one thing for sure. There would be no freedom, no human dignity, and no justice if we were to forget 
what happened when freedom, justice, and human dignity were desecrated by government power. Exemplary 
efforts are being undertaken in many German schools, in companies, in labor unions, and in the churches. 
Germany is facing up to its past. 

From the Shoa and Nazi terror a certainty has arisen for us all that can best be expressed by the words "never 
again." We want to preserve this certainty. All Germans, but also all Europeans, and the entire international 
community need to continue to learn to live together with respect, humanity, and in peace. 

The Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide was a direct effect of the Holocaust 
on international law. It requires people of different cultural, religious, and racial origins to respect and protect life 
and human dignity throughout the world. You in the International Auschwitz Committee support this with the 
exemplary work you are doing in the interest of all people. 

Together with you I bow my head before the victims of the death camps. Even if one day the names of the victims 
should fade in the memory of mankind, their fate will not be forgotten. They will remain in the heart of history. 

Gerhard Schröder - January 25, 2005 

  



George Bush, “Announcing the War Against Iraq” 

My fellow citizens. At this hour, American and coalition forces are in the early stages of military 
operations to disarm Iraq, to free its people and to defend the world from grave danger. 

On my orders, coalition forces have begun striking selected targets of military importance to undermine 
Saddam Hussein's ability to wage war. These are opening stages of what will be a broad and concerted 
campaign. 

More than 35 countries are giving crucial support from the use of naval and air bases to help with 
intelligence and logistics to deployment of combat units. 

Every nation in this coalition has chosen to bear the duty and share the honour of serving in our 
common defense. 

To all the men and women of the United States armed forces now in the Middle East, the peace of a 
troubled world and the hopes of an oppressed people now depend on you. That trust is well placed. The 
enemies you confront will come to know your skill and bravery. The people you liberate will witness the 
honorable and decent spirit of the American military. 

In this conflict America faces an enemy that has no regard for conventions of war or rules of morality. 
Saddam Hussein has placed Iraqi troops and equipment in civilian areas, attempting to use innocent 
men, women and children as shields for his own military. A final atrocity against his people. 

 I want Americans and all the world to know that coalition forces will make every effort to spare 
innocent civilians from harm. 

A campaign on the harsh terrain of the nation as large as California could be longer and more difficult 
than some predict and helping Iraqis achieve a united, stable and free country will require our sustained 
commitment. 

We come to Iraq with respect for its citizens, for their great civilization and for the religious faiths they 
practice. We have no ambition in Iraq except to remove a threat and restore control of that country to 
its own people.  I know that the families of our military are praying that all those who serve will return 
safely and soon. Millions of Americans are praying with you for the safety of your loved ones and for the 
protection of the innocent. For your sacrifice you have the gratitude and respect of the American people 
and you can know that our forces will be coming home as soon as their work is done. 

Our nation enters this conflict reluctantly, yet our purpose is sure. The people of the United States and 
our friends and allies will not live at the mercy of an outlaw regime that threatens the peace with 
weapons of mass murder. 

We will meet that threat now with our army, air force, navy, coastguard and marines so that we do not 
have to meet it later with armies of firefighters and police and doctors on the streets of our cities. Now 
that conflict has come, the only way to limit its duration is to apply decisive force and I assure you this 
will not be a campaign of half measures and we will accept no outcome but victory. 

My fellow citizens, the dangers to our country and the world will be overcome. We will pass through this 
time of peril and carry on the work of peace. We will defend our freedom. We will bring freedom to 
others and we will prevail. 

May God bless our country and all who defend her.  

http://www.theguardian.com/world/iraq


Elizabeth Glaser, 1992 Democratic National Convention Address, July 1992 

I'm Elizabeth Glaser. Eleven years ago, while giving birth to my first child, I hemorrhaged and was 
transfused with seven pints of blood. Four years later, I found out that I had been infected with the AIDS 
virus and had unknowingly passed it to my daughter, Ariel, through my breast milk, and my son, Jake, in 
utero. 

Twenty years ago I wanted to be at the Democratic Convention because it was a way to participate in 
my country. Today, I am here because it's a matter of life and death. Exactly -- Exactly four years ago my 
daughter died of AIDS. She did not survive the Reagan Administration. I am here because my son and I 
may not survive four more years of leaders who say they care, but do nothing. I -- I am in a race with the 
clock. This is not about being a Republican or an Independent or a Democrat. It's about the future -- for 
each and every one of us. 

I started out just a mom -- fighting for the life of her child. But along the way I learned how unfair 
America can be today, not just for people who have HIV, but for many, many people -- poor people, gay 
people, people of color, children. A strange spokesperson for such a group: a well-to-do white woman. 
But I have learned my lesson the hard way, and I know that America has lost her path and is at risk of 
losing her soul. America wake up: We are all in a struggle between life and death. 

I understand -- I understand the sense of frustration and despair in our country, because I know 
firsthand about shouting for help and getting no answer. I went to Washington to tell Presidents Reagan 
and Bush that much, much more had to be done for AIDS research and care, and that children couldn't 
be forgotten. The first time, when nothing happened, I thought, "They just didn't hear me." The second 
time, when nothing happened, I thought, "Maybe I didn't shout loud enough." But now I realize they 
don't hear because they don't want to listen. 

When you cry for help and no one listens, you start to lose your hope. I began to lose faith in America. I 
felt my country was letting me down -- and it was. This is not the America I was raised to be proud of. I 
was raised to believe that other's problems were my problems as well. But when I tell most people 
about HIV, in hopes that they will help and care, I see the look in their eyes: "It's not my problem," 
they're thinking. Well, it's everyone's problem and we need a leader who will tell us that. We need a 
visionary to guide us -- to say it wasn't all right for Ryan White to be banned from school because he had 
AIDS, to say it wasn't alright for a man or a woman to be denied a job because they're infected with this 
virus. We need a leader who is truly committed to educating us. 

I believe in America, but not with a leadership of selfishness and greed -- where the wealthy get health 
care and insurance and the poor don't. Do you know -- Do you know how much my AIDS care costs? 
Over 40,000 dollars a year. Someone without insurance can't afford this. Even the drugs that I hope will 
keep me alive are out of reach for others. Is their life any less valuable? Of course not. This is not the 
America I was raised to be proud of -- where rich people get care and drugs that poor people can't. We 
need health care for all. We need a leader who will say this and do something about it. 

I believe in America, but not a leadership that talks about problems but is incapable of solving them -- 
two HIV commission reports with recommendations about what to do to solve this crisis sitting on 
shelves, gathering dust. We need a leader who will not only listen to these recommendations, but 
implement them. 

I believe in America, but not with a leadership that doesn't hold government accountable. I go to 
Washington to the National Institutes of Health and say, "Show me what you're doing on HIV." They 
hate it when I come because I try to tell them how to do it better. But that's why I love being a taxpayer, 
because it's my money and they must feel accountable. 



I believe in an America where our leaders talk straight. When anyone tells President Bush that the battle 
against AIDS is seriously under-funded, he juggles the numbers to mislead the public into thinking we're 
spending twice as much as we really are. While they play games with numbers, people are dying. 

I believe in America, but an America where there is a light in every home. A thousand points of light just 
wasn't enough: My house has been dark for too long. 

Once every generation, history brings us to an important crossroads. Sometimes in life there is that 
moment when it's possible to make a change for the better. This is one of those moments. 

For me, this is not politics. This is a crisis of caring. 

In this hall is the future -- women, men of all colors saying, "Take America back." We are -- We are just 
real people wanting a more hopeful life. But words and ideas are not enough. Good thoughts won't save 
my family. What's the point of caring if we don't do something about it? A President and a Congress that 
can work together so we can get out of this gridlock and move ahead, because I don't win my war if the 
President cares and the Congress, or if the Congress cares and the President doesn't support the ideas. 

The people in this hall this week, the Democratic Party, all of us can begin to deliver that partnership, 
and in November we can all bring it home. 

My daughter lived seven years, and in her last year, when she couldn't walk or talk, her wisdom shone 
through. She taught me to love, when all I wanted to do was hate. She taught me to help others, when 
all I wanted to do was help myself. She taught me to be brave, when all I felt was fear. My daughter and 
I loved each other with simplicity. America, we can do the same. 

This was the country that offered hope. This was the place where dreams could come true, not just 
economic dreams, but dreams of freedom, justice, and equality. We all need to hope that our dreams 
can come true. I challenge you to make it happen, because all our lives, not just mine, depend on it. 

Thank you. 

  



Florence Kelly, “Against Child Labor”  July 22, 1905 

We have, in this country, two million children under the age of sixteen years who are earning their 
bread. They vary in age from six and seven years (in the cotton mills of Georgia) and eight, nine and ten 
years (in the coal-breakers of Pennsylvania), to fourteen, fifteen and sixteen years in more enlightened 
states. 

No other portion of the wage earning class increased so rapidly from decade to decade as the young 
girls from fourteen to twenty years. 

Men increase, women increase, youth increase, boys increase in the ranks of the breadwinners; but no 
contingent so doubles from census period to census period (both by percent and by count of heads), as 
does the contingent of girls between twelve and twenty years of age. They are in commerce, in offices, 
in manufacturing. 

Tonight while we sleep, several thousand little girls will be working in textile mills, all the night through, 
in the deafening noise of the spindles and the looms spinning and weaving cotton and wool, silks and 
ribbons for us to buy. 

In Alabama the law provides that a child under sixteen years of age shall not work in a cotton mill at 
night longer than eight hours, and Alabama does better in this respect than any other southern state. 
North and South Carolina and Georgia place no restriction upon the work of children at night; and while 
we sleep little white girls will be working tonight in the mills in those states, working eleven hours at 
night. 

In Georgia there is no restriction whatever! A girl of six or seven years, just tall enough to reach the 
bobbins, may work eleven hours by day or by night. And they will do so tonight, while we sleep. 

Nor is it only in the South that these things occur. Alabama does better than New Jersey. For Alabama 
limits the children's work at night to eight hours, while New Jersey permits it all night long. 

Last year New Jersey took a long backward step. A good law was repealed which had required women 
and [children] to stop work at six in the evening and at noon on Friday. Now, therefore, in New Jersey, 
boys and girls, after their 14th birthday, enjoy the pitiful privilege of working all night long. 

In Pennsylvania, until last May it was lawful for children, 13 years of age, to work twelve hours at night. 
A little girl, on her thirteenth birthday, could start away from her home at half past five in the afternoon, 
carrying her pail of midnight luncheon as happier people carry their midday luncheon, and could work in 
the mill from six at night until six in the morning, without violating any law of the Commonwealth. 

If the mothers and the teachers in Georgia could vote, would the Georgia Legislature have refused at 
every session for the last three years to stop the work in the mills of children under twelve years of age? 

Would the New Jersey Legislature have passed that shameful repeal bill enabling girls of fourteen years 
to work all night, if the mothers in New Jersey were enfranchised? Until the mothers in the great 
industrial states are enfranchised, we shall none of us be able to free our consciences from participation 
in this great evil. No one in this room tonight can feel free from such participation. 

The children make our shoes in the shoe factories; they knit our stockings, our knitted underwear in the 
knitting factories. They spin and weave our cotton underwear in the cotton mills. Children braid straw 
for our hats, they spin and weave the silk and velvet wherewith we trim our hats. They stamp buckles 
and metal ornaments of all kinds, as well as pins and hat-pins. 



Under the sweating system, tiny children make artificial flowers and neckwear for us to buy. They carry 
bundles of garments from the factories to the tenements, little beasts of burden, robbed of school life 
that they may work for us. 

We do not wish this. We prefer to have our work done by men and women. But we are almost 
powerless. Not wholly powerless, however, are citizens who enjoy the right of petition. For myself, I 
shall use this power in every possible way until the right to the ballot is granted, and then I shall 
continue to use both. 

What can we do to free our consciences? There is one line of action by which we can do much. We can 
enlist the workingmen on behalf of our enfranchisement just in proportion as we strive with them to 
free the children. No labor organization in this country ever fails to respond to an appeal for help in the 
freeing of the children. 

For the sake of the children, for the Republic in which these children will vote after we are dead, and for 
the sake of our cause, we should enlist the workingmen voters, with us, in this task of freeing the 
children from toil!" 

  



Elie Wiesel, “ The Perils of Indifference” 

Mr. President, Mrs. Clinton, members of Congress, Ambassador Holbrooke, Excellencies, friends: 

Fifty-four years ago to the day, a young Jewish boy from a small town in the Carpathian Mountains woke 
up, not far from Goethe's beloved Weimar, in a place of eternal infamy called Buchenwald. He was 
finally free, but there was no joy in his heart. He thought there never would be again. Liberated a day 
earlier by American soldiers, he remembers their rage at what they saw. And even if he lives to be a very 
old man, he will always be grateful to them for that rage, and also for their compassion. Though he did 
not understand their language, their eyes told him what he needed to know -- that they, too, would 
remember, and bear witness. 

And now, I stand before you, Mr. President -- Commander-in-Chief of the army that freed me, and tens 
of thousands of others -- and I am filled with a profound and abiding gratitude to the American people. 
"Gratitude" is a word that I cherish. Gratitude is what defines the humanity of the human being. And I 
am grateful to you, Hillary, or Mrs. Clinton, for what you said, and for what you are doing for children in 
the world, for the homeless, for the victims of injustice, the victims of destiny and society. And I thank 
all of you for being here. 

We are on the threshold of a new century, a new millennium. What will the legacy of this vanishing 
century be? How will it be remembered in the new millennium? Surely it will be judged, and judged 
severely, in both moral and metaphysical terms. These failures have cast a dark shadow over humanity: 
two World Wars, countless civil wars, the senseless chain of assassinations (Gandhi, the Kennedys, 
Martin Luther King, Sadat, Rabin), bloodbaths in Cambodia and Algeria, India and Pakistan, Ireland and 
Rwanda, Eritrea and Ethiopia, Sarajevo and Kosovo; the inhumanity in the gulag and the tragedy of 
Hiroshima. And, on a different level, of course, Auschwitz and Treblinka. So much violence; so much 
indifference. 

What is indifference? Etymologically, the word means "no difference." A strange and unnatural state in 
which the lines blur between light and darkness, dusk and dawn, crime and punishment, cruelty and 
compassion, good and evil. What are its courses and inescapable consequences? Is it a philosophy? Is 
there a philosophy of indifference conceivable? Can one possibly view indifference as a virtue? Is it 
necessary at times to practice it simply to keep one's sanity, live normally, enjoy a fine meal and a glass 
of wine, as the world around us experiences harrowing upheavals? 

Of course, indifference can be tempting -- more than that, seductive. It is so much easier to look away 
from victims. It is so much easier to avoid such rude interruptions to our work, our dreams, our hopes. It 
is, after all, awkward, troublesome, to be involved in another person's pain and despair. Yet, for the 
person who is indifferent, his or her neighbor are of no consequence. And, therefore, their lives are 
meaningless. Their hidden or even visible anguish is of no interest. Indifference reduces the Other to an 
abstraction. 

Over there, behind the black gates of Auschwitz, the most tragic of all prisoners were the 
"Muselmanner," as they were called. Wrapped in their torn blankets, they would sit or lie on the 
ground, staring vacantly into space, unaware of who or where they were -- strangers to their 
surroundings. They no longer felt pain, hunger, thirst. They feared nothing. They felt nothing. They were 
dead and did not know it. 

Rooted in our tradition, some of us felt that to be abandoned by humanity then was not the ultimate. 
We felt that to be abandoned by God was worse than to be punished by Him. Better an unjust God than 
an indifferent one. For us to be ignored by God was a harsher punishment than to be a victim of His 
anger. Man can live far from God -- not outside God. God is wherever we are. Even in suffering? Even in 
suffering. 

http://www.jewishgen.org/ForgottenCamps/Camps/BuchenwaldEng.html
http://www.auschwitz-muzeum.oswiecim.pl/html/eng/start/
http://motlc.wiesenthal.com/text/x16/xr1680.html


In a way, to be indifferent to that suffering is what makes the human being inhuman. Indifference, after 
all, is more dangerous than anger and hatred. Anger can at times be creative. One writes a great poem, 
a great symphony. One does something special for the sake of humanity because one is angry at the 
injustice that one witnesses. But indifference is never creative. Even hatred at times may elicit a 
response. You fight it. You denounce it. You disarm it. 

Indifference elicits no response. Indifference is not a response. Indifference is not a beginning; it is an 
end. And, therefore, indifference is always the friend of the enemy, for it benefits the aggressor -- never 
his victim, whose pain is magnified when he or she feels forgotten. The political prisoner in his cell, the 
hungry children, the homeless refugees -- not to respond to their plight, not to relieve their solitude by 
offering them a spark of hope is to exile them from human memory. And in denying their humanity, we 
betray our own. 

Indifference, then, is not only a sin, it is a punishment. 

And this is one of the most important lessons of this outgoing century's wide-ranging experiments in 
good and evil. 

In the place that I come from, society was composed of three simple categories: the killers, the victims, 
and the bystanders. During the darkest of times, inside the ghettoes and death camps -- and I'm glad 
that Mrs. Clinton mentioned that we are now commemorating that event, that period, that we are now 
in the Days of Remembrance -- but then, we felt abandoned, forgotten. All of us did. 

And our only miserable consolation was that we believed that Auschwitz and Treblinka were closely 
guarded secrets; that the leaders of the free world did not know what was going on behind those black 
gates and barbed wire; that they had no knowledge of the war against the Jews that Hitler's armies and 
their accomplices waged as part of the war against the Allies. If they knew, we thought, surely those 
leaders would have moved heaven and earth to intervene. They would have spoken out with great 
outrage and conviction. They would have bombed the railways leading to Birkenau, just the railways, 
just once. 

And now we knew, we learned, we discovered that the Pentagon knew, the State Department knew. 
And the illustrious occupant of the White House then, who was a great leader -- and I say it with some 
anguish and pain, because, today is exactly 54 years marking his death -- Franklin Delano Roosevelt died 
on April the 12th, 1945. So he is very much present to me and to us. No doubt, he was a great leader. He 
mobilized the American people and the world, going into battle, bringing hundreds and thousands of 
valiant and brave soldiers in America to fight fascism, to fight dictatorship, to fight Hitler. And so many 
of the young people fell in battle. And, nevertheless, his image in Jewish history -- I must say it -- his 
image in Jewish history is flawed. 

The depressing tale of the St. Louis is a case in point. Sixty years ago, its human cargo -- nearly 1,000 
Jews -- was turned back to Nazi Germany. And that happened after the Kristallnacht, after the first state 
sponsored pogrom, with hundreds of Jewish shops destroyed, synagogues burned, thousands of people 
put in concentration camps. And that ship, which was already in the shores of the United States, was 
sent back. I don't understand. Roosevelt was a good man, with a heart. He understood those who 
needed help. Why didn't he allow these refugees to disembark? A thousand people -- in America, the 
great country, the greatest democracy, the most generous of all new nations in modern history. What 
happened? I don't understand. Why the indifference, on the highest level, to the suffering of the 
victims? 

But then, there were human beings who were sensitive to our tragedy. Those non-Jews, those 
Christians, that we call the "Righteous Gentiles,"whose selfless acts of heroism saved the honor of their 
faith. Why were they so few? Why was there a greater effort to save SS murderers after the war than to 

http://www.us-israel.org/jsource/Holocaust/stlouis.html
http://www.us-israel.org/jsource/Holocaust/kristallnacht.html
http://www.yadvashem.org/righteous/index_righteous.html


save their victims during the war? Why did some of America's largest corporations continue to do 
business with Hitler's Germany until 1942? It has been suggested, and it was documented, that 
the Wehrmacht could not have conducted its invasion of France without oil obtained from American 
sources. How is one to explain their indifference? 

And yet, my friends, good things have also happened in this traumatic century: the defeat of Nazism, the 
collapse of communism, the rebirth of Israel on its ancestral soil, the demise of apartheid, Israel's peace 
treaty with Egypt, the peace accord in Ireland. And let us remember the meeting, filled with drama and 
emotion, between Rabin and Arafat that you, Mr. President, convened in this very place. I was here and 
I will never forget it. 

And then, of course, the joint decision of the United States and NATO to intervene in Kosovo and save 
those victims, those refugees, those who were uprooted by a man, whom I believe that because of his 
crimes, should be charged with crimes against humanity. 

But this time, the world was not silent. This time, we do respond. This time, we intervene. 

Does it mean that we have learned from the past? Does it mean that society has changed? Has the 
human being become less indifferent and more human? Have we really learned from our experiences? 
Are we less insensitive to the plight of victims of ethnic cleansing and other forms of injustices in places 
near and far? Is today's justified intervention in Kosovo, led by you, Mr. President, a lasting warning that 
never again will the deportation, the terrorization of children and their parents, be allowed anywhere in 
the world? Will it discourage other dictators in other lands to do the same? 

What about the children? Oh, we see them on television, we read about them in the papers, and we do 
so with a broken heart. Their fate is always the most tragic, inevitably. When adults wage war, children 
perish. We see their faces, their eyes. Do we hear their pleas? Do we feel their pain, their agony? Every 
minute one of them dies of disease, violence, famine. 

Some of them -- so many of them -- could be saved. 

And so, once again, I think of the young Jewish boy from the Carpathian Mountains. He has 
accompanied the old man I have become throughout these years of quest and struggle. And together 
we walk towards the new millennium, carried by profound fear and extraordinary hope. 
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Albert Einstein, August 22, 1930, “The Menace of Mass Destruction” 

"Ladies and Gentlemen who are present and who are not! 

When you hear the radio think also about the fact how people have come to possess such a wonderful 
tool of communication. The origin of all technical achievements is the divine curiosity and the play 
instinct of the working and thinking researcher as well as the constructive fantasy of the technical 
inventor. 

Think of Oersted who as the first person noticed the magnetic effect of electric currents, of Reis who as 
the first one made use of this effect to generate sound by using electromagnetism, of Bell who as the 
first person converted sound waves into variable electric currents with his microphone by using sensitive 
contacts. Think also of Maxwell who showed us the existence of electric waves by using a mathematical 
way, of Hertz who as the first person generated them with the help of a spark and thus proved them. 
Think especially of Liebens who invented an unprecedented measuring instrument for electric pulses, 
the electric valve tube. It was also an ideal and simple instrument to generate electric waves. Think 
gratefully of the big number of unknown engineers who simplified the instruments of communication 
via radio and adapted them to mass production in such a fashion that they have become ready to be 
used by everybody nowadays. 

And everybody should be ashamed who uses the wonders of science and engineering without thinking 
and having mentally realized not more of it than a cow realizes of the botany of the plants which it eats 
with pleasure. 

Think also about the fact that it is the engineers who make true democracy possible. They facilitate not 
only the daily work of the people but also make the works of the finest thinkers and artists accessible to 
the public. The pleasure of these works had recently still been a privilege of the preferred classes. Thus 
the engineers wake the peoples from their sleepy bluntness. 

The radio has to fulfil a special and unique function for international reconciliation. Up to now peoples 
got to know each other almost only with the help of the distorting mirror of their own daily press. Radio 
shows them to each other in their most vivid form and mainly from their amicable side. Thus it will 
contribute to end the feeling of bilateral strangeness which so easily turns to mistrust and hostility. 

With this attitude look at the results of the creation which this exhibition offers the astonished senses of 
the visitors." 

 

  



Crystal Eastman, 1920 

Most women will agree that August 23, the day when the Tennessee legislature finally enacted the 
Federal suffrage amendment, is a day to begin with, not a day to end with. Men are saying perhaps 
"Thank God, this everlasting woman's fight is over!" But women, if I know them, are saying, "Now at last 
we can begin." In fighting for the right to vote most women have tried to be either non-committal or 
thoroughly respectable on every other subject. Now they can say what they are really after; and what 
they are after, in common with all the rest of the struggling world, is freedom.  

Freedom is a large word. 

Many feminists are socialists, many are communists, not a few are active leaders in these movements. 
But the true feminist, no matter how far to the left she may be in the revolutionary movement, sees the 
woman's battle as distinct in its objects and different in its methods from the workers' battle for 
industrial freedom. She knows, of course, that the vast majority of women as well as men are without 
property, and are of necessity bread and butter slaves under a system of society which allows the very 
sources of life to be privately owned by a few, and she counts herself a loyal soldier in the working-class 
army that is marching to overthrow that system. But as a feminist she also knows that the whole of 
woman's slavery is not summed up in the profit system, nor her complete emancipation assured by the 
downfall of capitalism. 

Woman's freedom, in the feminist sense, can be fought for and conceivably won before the gates open 
into industrial democracy. On the other hand, woman's freedom, in the feminist sense, is not inherent in 
the communist ideal. All feminists are familiar with the revolutionary leader who "can't see" the 
woman's movement. "What's the matter with the women? My wife's all right," he says. And his wife, 
one usually finds, is raising his children in a Bronx flat or a dreary suburb, to which he returns 
occasionally for food and sleep when all possible excitement and stimulus have been wrung from the 
fight. If we should graduate into communism tomorrow this man's attitude to his wife would not be 
changed. The proletarian dictatorship may or may not free women. We must begin now to enlighten the 
future dictators. 

What, then, is "the matter with women"? What is the problem of women's freedom? It seems to me to 
be this: how to arrange the world so that women can be human beings, with a chance to exercise their 
infinitely varied gifts in infinitely varied ways, instead of being destined by the accident of their sex to 
one field of activity -housework and child-raising. And second, if and when they choose housework and 
child-raising, to have that occupation recognized by the world as work, requiring a definite economic 
reward and not merely entitling the performer to be dependent on some man. 

This is not the whole of feminism, of course, but it is enough to begin with. "Oh, don't begin with 
economics," my friends often protest, "Woman does not live by bread alone. What she needs first of all 
is a free soul." And I can agree that women will never be great until they achieve a certain emotional 
freedom, a strong healthy egotism, and some un-personal sources of joy -- that in this inner sense we 
cannot make woman free by changing her economic status. What we can do, however, is to create 
conditions of outward freedom in which a free woman's soul can be born and grow. It is these outward 
conditions with which an organized feminist movement must concern itself. 

Freedom of choice in occupation and individual economic independence for women: How shall we 
approach this next feminist objective? First, by breaking down all remaining barriers, actual as well as 
legal, which make it difficult for women to enter or succeed in the various professions, to go into and get 
on in business, to learn trades and practice them, to join trades unions. Chief among these remaining 
barriers is inequality in pay. Here the ground is already broken. This is the easiest part of our program. 

Second, we must institute a revolution in the early training and education of both boys and girls. It must 
be womanly as well as manly to earn your own living, to stand on your own feet. And it must be manly 



as well as womanly to know how to cook and sew and clean and take care of yourself in the ordinary 
exigencies of life. I need not add that the second part of this revolution will be more passionately 
resisted than the first. Men will not give up their privilege of helplessness without a struggle. The 
average man has a carefully cultivated ignorance about household matters -- from what to do with the 
crumbs to the grocer's telephone number -- a sort of cheerful inefficiency which protects him better 
than the reputation for having a violent temper. It was his mother's fault in the beginning, but even as a 
boy he was quick to see how a general reputation for being "no good around the house" would serve 
him throughout life, and half-consciously he began to cultivate that helplessness until today it is the 
despair of feminist wives. 

A growing number of men admire the woman who has a job, and, especially since the cost of living 
doubled, rather like the idea of their own wives contributing to the family income by outside work. And 
of course for generations there have been whole towns full of wives who are forced by the bitterest 
necessity to spend the same hours at the factory that their husbands spend. But these bread-winning 
wives have not yet developed homemaking husbands. When the two come home from the factory the 
man sits down while his wife gets supper, and he does so with exactly the same sense of fore-ordained 
right as if he were "supporting her." Higher up in the economic scale the same thing is true. The business 
or professional woman who is married, perhaps engages a cook, but the responsibility is not shifted, it is 
still hers. She "hires and fires," she orders meals, she does the buying, she meets and resolves all 
domestic crises, she takes charge of moving, furnishing, settling. She may be, like her husband, a busy 
executive at her office all day, but unlike him, she is also an executive in a small way every night and 
morning at home. Her noon hour is spent in planning, and too often her Sundays and holidays are spent 
in "catching up." 

Two business women can "make a home" together without either one being over-burdened or over-
bored. It is because they both know how and both feel responsible. But it is a rare man who can marry 
one of them and continue the homemaking partnership. Yet if there are no children, there is nothing 
essentially different in the combination. Two self-supporting adults decide to make a home together: if 
both are women it is a pleasant partnership, more fun than work; if one is a man, it is almost never a 
partnership -- the woman simply adds running the home to her regular outside job. Unless she is very 
strong, it is too much for her, she gets tired and bitter over it, and finally perhaps gives up her outside 
work and condemns herself to the tiresome half-job of housekeeping for two. 

Cooperative schemes and electrical devices will simplify the business of homemaking, but they will not 
get rid of it entirely. As far as we can see ahead people will always want homes, and a happy home 
cannot be had without a certain amount of rather monotonous work and responsibility. How can we 
change the nature of man so that he will honorably share that work and responsibility and thus make 
the homemaking enterprise a song instead of a burden? Most assuredly not by laws or revolutionary 
decrees. Perhaps we must cultivate or simulate a little of that highly prized helplessness ourselves. But 
fundamentally it is a problem of education, of early training -- we must bring up feminist sons. 

Sons? Daughters? They are born of women -- how can women be free to choose their occupation, at all 
times cherishing their economic independence, unless they stop having children? This is a further 
question for feminism. If the feminist program goes to pieces on the arrival of the first baby, it is false 
and useless. For ninety-nine out of every hundred women want children, and seventy-five out of every 
hundred want to take care of their own children, or at any rate so closely superintend their care as to 
make any other full-time occupation impossible for at least ten or fifteen years. Is there any such thing 
then as freedom of choice in occupation for women? And is not the family the inevitable economic unit 
and woman's individual economic independence, at least during that period, out of the question? 

The feminist must have an answer to these questions, and she has. The immediate feminist program 
must include voluntary motherhood. Freedom of any kind for women is hardly worth considering unless 
it is assumed that they will know how to control the size of their families. "Birth control" is just as 



elementary an essential in our propaganda as "equal pay." Women are to have children when they want 
them, that's the first thing. That ensures some freedom of occupational choice; those who do not wish 
to be mothers will not have an undesired occupation thrust upon them by accident, and those who do 
wish to be mothers may choose in a general way how many years of their lives they will devote to the 
occupation of childraising. 

But is there any way of insuring a woman's economic independence while child-raising is her chosen 
occupation? Or must she sink into that dependent state from which, as we all know, it is so hard to rise 
again? That brings us to the fourth feature of our program -- motherhood endowment. It seems that the 
only way we can keep mothers free, at least in a capitalist society, is by the establishment of a principle 
that the occupation of raising children is peculiarly and directly a service to society, and that the mother 
upon whom the necessity and privilege of performing this service naturally falls is entitled to an 
adequate economic reward from the political government. It is idle to talk of real economic 
independence for women unless this principle is accepted. But with a generous endowment of 
motherhood provided by legislation, with all laws against voluntary motherhood and education in its 
methods repealed, with the feminist ideal of education accepted in home and school, and with all 
special barriers removed in every field of human activity, there is no reason why woman should not 
become almost a human thing. 

It will be time enough then to consider whether she has a soul. 

- Crystal Eastman, 1920 

 

  



Fannie Lou Hamer, August 22, 1964, “Testimony Before the Credentials Committee, DNConvention” 

Mr. Chairman, and to the Credentials Committee, my name is Mrs. Fannie Lou Hamer, and I live at 626 
East Lafayette Street, Ruleville, Mississippi, Sunflower County, the home of Senator James O. Eastland, 
and Senator Stennis. 

It was the 31st of August in 1962 that eighteen of us traveled twenty-six miles to the county courthouse 
in Indianola to try to register to become first-class citizens. We was met in Indianola by policemen, 
Highway Patrolmen, and they only allowed two of us in to take the literacy test at the time. After we had 
taken this test and started back to Ruleville, we was held up by the City Police and the State Highway 
Patrolmen and carried back to Indianola where the bus driver was charged that day with driving a bus 
the wrong color. 

After we paid the fine among us, we continued on to Ruleville, and Reverend Jeff Sunny carried me four 
miles in the rural area where I had worked as a timekeeper and sharecropper for eighteen years. I was 
met there by my children, who told me the plantation owner was angry because I had gone down -- 
tried to register. 

After they told me, my husband came, and said the plantation owner was raising Cain because I had 
tried to register. And before he quit talking the plantation owner came and said, "Fannie Lou, do you 
know -- did Pap tell you what I said?" 

And I said, "Yes, sir." 

He said, "Well I mean that." 

Said, "If you don't go down and withdraw your registration, you will have to leave." Said, "Then if you go 
down and withdraw," said, "you still might have to go because we're not ready for that in Mississippi." 

And I addressed him and told him and said, "I didn't try to register for you. I tried to register for myself." 

I had to leave that same night. 

On the 10th of September 1962, sixteen bullets was fired into the home of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Tucker 
for me. That same night two girls were shot in Ruleville, Mississippi. Also, Mr. Joe McDonald's house was 
shot in. 

And June the 9th, 1963, I had attended a voter registration workshop; was returning back to Mississippi. 
Ten of us was traveling by the Continental Trailway bus. When we got to Winona, Mississippi, which is 
Montgomery County, four of the people got off to use the washroom, and two of the people -- to use 
the restaurant -- two of the people wanted to use the washroom. 

The four people that had gone in to use the restaurant was ordered out. During this time I was on the 
bus. But when I looked through the window and saw they had rushed out I got off of the bus to see what 
had happened. And one of the ladies said, "It was a State Highway Patrolman and a Chief of Police 
ordered us out." 

I got back on the bus and one of the persons had used the washroom got back on the bus, too. 

As soon as I was seated on the bus, I saw when they began to get the five people in a highway 
patrolman's car. I stepped off of the bus to see what was happening and somebody screamed from the 
car that the five workers was in and said, "Get that one there." And when I went to get in the car, when 
the man told me I was under arrest, he kicked me. 



I was carried to the county jail and put in the booking room. They left some of the people in the booking 
room and began to place us in cells. I was placed in a cell with a young woman called Miss Ivesta 
Simpson. After I was placed in the cell I began to hear sounds of licks and screams. I could hear the 
sounds of licks and horrible screams. And I could hear somebody say, "Can you say, 'yes, sir,' nigger? Can 
you say 'yes, sir'?" 

And they would say other horrible names. 

She would say, "Yes, I can say 'yes, sir.'" 

"So, well, say it." 

She said, "I don't know you well enough." 

They beat her, I don't know how long. And after a while she began to pray, and asked God to have 
mercy on those people. 

And it wasn't too long before three white men came to my cell. One of these men was a State Highway 
Patrolman and he asked me where I was from. And I told him Ruleville. He said, "We are going to check 
this." And they left my cell and it wasn't too long before they came back. He said, "You are from Ruleville 
all right," and he used a curse word. And he said, "We're going to make you wish you was dead." 

I was carried out of that cell into another cell where they had two Negro prisoners. The State Highway 
Patrolmen ordered the first Negro to take the blackjack. The first Negro prisoner ordered me, by orders 
from the State Highway Patrolman, for me to lay down on a bunk bed on my face. And I laid on my face, 
the first Negro began to beat me. 

And I was beat by the first Negro until he was exhausted. I was holding my hands behind me at that time 
on my left side, because I suffered from polio when I was six years old. 

After the first Negro had beat until he was exhausted, the State Highway Patrolman ordered the second 
Negro to take the blackjack. 

The second Negro began to beat and I began to work my feet, and the State Highway Patrolman ordered 
the first Negro who had beat to sit on my feet -- to keep me from working my feet. I began to scream 
and one white man got up and began to beat me in my head and tell me to hush. 

One white man -- my dress had worked up high -- he walked over and pulled my dress -- I pulled my 
dress down and he pulled my dress back up. 

I was in jail when Medgar Evers was murdered. 

All of this is on account of we want to register, to become first-class citizens. And if the Freedom 
Democratic Party is not seated now, I question America. Is this America, the land of the free and the 
home of the brave, where we have to sleep with our telephones off of the hooks because our lives be 
threatened daily, because we want to live as decent human beings, in America? 

Thank you. 
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Sojourner Truth, “Ain’t I a Woman?” 1851, Women’s Convention in Akron, Ohio 

Well, children, where there is so much racket there must be something out of kilter. I think that 'twixt 
the negroes of the South and the women at the North, all talking about rights, the white men will be in a 
fix pretty soon. But what's all this here talking about? 

That man over there says that women need to be helped into carriages, and lifted over ditches, and to 
have the best place everywhere. Nobody ever helps me into carriages, or over mud-puddles, or gives me 
any best place! And ain't I a woman? Look at me! Look at my arm! I have ploughed and planted, and 
gathered into barns, and no man could head me! And ain't I a woman? I could work as much and eat as 
much as a man - when I could get it - and bear the lash as well! And ain't I a woman? I have borne 
thirteen children, and seen most all sold off to slavery, and when I cried out with my mother's grief, 
none but Jesus heard me! And ain't I a woman? 

Then they talk about this thing in the head; what's this they call it? [member of audience whispers, 
"intellect"] That's it, honey. What's that got to do with women's rights or negroes' rights? If my cup 
won't hold but a pint, and yours holds a quart, wouldn't you be mean not to let me have my little half 
measure full? 

Then that little man in black there, he says women can't have as much rights as men, 'cause Christ 
wasn't a woman! Where did your Christ come from? Where did your Christ come from? From God and a 
woman! Man had nothing to do with Him. 

If the first woman God ever made was strong enough to turn the world upside down all alone, these 
women together ought to be able to turn it back , and get it right side up again! And now they is asking 
to do it, the men better let them. 

Obliged to you for hearing me, and now old Sojourner ain't got nothing more to say. 

 

 

 

 


